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CHAPTER ONE:
Recognizing Awareness
(1) Recognize awareness (2) Let all appearances be as they are (3) See that appearances 
are inseparable.
 

Let’s  start  with recognizing awareness.   The first  and most important step in Living 
Realization is a direct, experiential introduction to awareness.  This chapter focuses only on this 
experiential introduction. 

In Living Realization, we recognize awareness as often as possible, throughout the day, 
everyday,  until  the  recognition  is  unshakable  and  uninterrupted.   We  recognize  awareness 
whenever we remember to do so.  No matter what we are doing—relaxing, walking, sitting, 
working,  engaging  in  physical  exercise,  or  lying  in  bed  at  night—we  take  a  moment  to 
recognize awareness.  

In recognizing awareness in all these situations, it dawns on us that awareness is always 
and already present, regardless of what is happening in our lives.  This provides a peace and 
stability that passes all understanding.  It truly transforms who we are.  In seeing that awareness 
is ever-present, we realize that awareness is our real identity.  This naturally and effortlessly 
releases  the  tendency  to  identify  with  the  various  appearances  that  come  and  go  within 
awareness.  Appearances include thoughts, emotions, sensations, states and experiences.  We 
will talk more about appearances in Chapters Two through Seven. 

A. How to Recognize Awareness    

1. Start with Non-Conceptual Awareness 
  

When we first begin recognizing awareness in our lives, it is important to start with non-
conceptual awareness.  What is non-conceptual awareness:

Do not force thoughts to stop.  As the next thought you have comes to rest naturally,  
simply and gently notice the non-conceptual space that is left once the thought falls away.  
Rest there for one moment, without labeling your experience or having to know anything at  
all about life.  That is non-conceptual awareness.



Humans are accustomed to relying heavily on thoughts, both for a sense of self and for 
information about others and the world.  But this habitual tendency to rely on thought creates a 
belief in separation.  The more we learn, repeat, and rely on concepts, the more it really feels 
like the concepts are pointing to separate things.  

This  belief  in  separation  is  the  underlying  cause  of  human  suffering,  seeking,  and 
conflict.  It’s the reason we experience ourselves as separate people in a world of other separate 
people and things.  As thoughts arise, there is a tendency to believe that they are pointing to 
separate things (e.g., me, you, us, them, apples, countries, the moon, atoms, mothers-in-law, 
etc).  

This belief system lies at the core of personal suffering.  Personal suffering comes from 
identifying strongly with the thought stream in our minds.  If that thought stream is negative, 
we experience emotional and mental suffering.  This belief system is also the root cause of 
human seeking.  When we take ourselves to be separate selves, we think of ourselves as being  
separate stories existing in time.  In this story, the past feels incomplete.  At every point within 
the story, we find ourselves in the middle of an unfinished movie called, “My Life.”  The past  
has not yet completed itself and it seems that the future is needed for this completion.  This  
results in constant seeking towards the future.  The belief in separation is the reason we are 
often  chasing  contentment  in  the  future,  but  never  quite  finding  that  contentment  on  any 
permanent basis.  

This belief system is also the reason why we experience conflict with other humans. 
Separation  makes us  feel  “cut  off”  from other  people  and from life  itself.   This  is  spatial 
separation.  When we feel  like separate objects,  we believe that other objects (i.e.,  people,  
places, and things) have the power to threaten or diminish who we are.  This causes us to want  
to be right and to make others wrong.  In being right, we build ourselves up, strengthening the 
sense  of  self.   This  protects  the  fragile  self  center  (i.e.,  ego)  from feeling  diminished  or 
threatened.  Unfortunately, this is precisely why we find ourselves in conflict.  For every right, 
there is a wrong and it is usually “the other” who is wrong.    
      

For most humans, thoughts happen very quickly, one after another,  and carry such a 
force or momentum that the thought stream feels uncontrollable.  There is a sense that we can’t 
shut it off.  Throughout the day, that thought stream displays all sorts of judgments, opinions, 
beliefs, mental positions, criticisms, and other concepts.  The thought stream has a sense of self 
invested in it.  We consult that thought stream to know who and what we are—including name,  
history, memories, beliefs, family of origin, political affiliation, and all other thoughts about 
ourselves.  A great majority of thinking is self-centered.  The self center is the main object in 
our experience.  The term  self center,  in Living Realization,  refers  to the sense of being a 
separate person in time and space.  We’ll talk more about the self center in  Chapter Three: 
Thoughts.       



The point  of  Living Realization  is  not  to  shut  off  that  thought  stream permanently. 
Although we may experience a quieting of the mind, Living Realization is not about having a 
completely non-conceptual experience in life.  Thoughts are a part of life.   

Thoughts  serve  the  function  of  identifying  things  for  conventional  purposes.   For 
example, how would we know to mow the lawn if we weren’t able to determine that there is a  
person, a lawnmower, and a lawn that needs mowed?  How would we know how to drive a car,  
clean the house, or pay taxes?

Living Realization is designed to help you see through the belief in separation, not get  
rid of thought.  As that belief falls away, thought is seen to be not only harmless, but a valuable 
tool for living.  It’s an inseparable appearance within awareness, which means it is none other 
than awareness.  We’ll talk more about inseparability later in the text.  

Once we no longer identify with thoughts, and believe they are pointing to separately 
existing  things,  what  is  left  is  the  functional,  conventional  aspect  of  thought  (e.g.,  lawn 
mowing, talking to a friend, buying food at the grocery store, and teaching a child).  

Although the ultimate purpose of Living Realization is not to get rid of thought,  we 
encourage you to start with non-conceptual awareness in the beginning.  Recognizing non-
conceptual awareness interrupts the belief in separation.  It provides a relaxation and release 
from the story of past, present, and future that is constantly and uncontrollably playing itself 
out in our heads (i.e., the self center).    

Through recognizing non-conceptual awareness, we come to see that we do not need to 
rely on thinking so much.  We can simply be, as awareness.  This is the simplest and most 
effortless way of living.  In Living Realization, we come to experience awareness as natural,  
effortless, and ever-present.  As we experience non-conceptual awareness, our stories are seen 
to be less important in our lives.  Therefore, self-centeredness naturally falls away.  We come to 
see awareness as our real identity.  This recognition provides the peace, freedom, wisdom, joy, 
and well-being we’ve been seeking in our lives.    

What  do  we  mean  by  recognizing  non-conceptual  awareness?   Awareness  is  not  a 
concept.  The word “awareness” is a concept that comes and goes within the awareness that 
sees that and every other concept.  All concepts, and other appearances, come and go within  
awareness.  Recognizing this from the start goes a long way in avoiding confusion.  

It is worth repeating an explanation of non-conceptual awareness:

Do not force thoughts to stop.  As the next thought you have comes to rest naturally,  
simply and gently notice the non-conceptual space that is left once the thought falls away.  
Rest there for one moment, without labeling your experience or having to know anything at  
all about life.  That is non-conceptual awareness. 



If you have some difficulty with the pointer above, start with something really simple 
when you first begin.  Bring your attention, over and over, throughout the day to the felt sense 
of presence in your chest or inner body.  Just return to that felt sense repeatedly, as often as 
possible.  Notice that there is no thought there.  There is only a felt sense of presence.  Just rest  
each time you experience that inward space.  As you rest there more and more, you start to 
notice that this space is naturally non-conceptual.  You don’t have to think about the space.  It is 
just there.  And you are merely noticing it and resting as that inward space all throughout the 
day.  As you rest there more and more, the space seems to expand.  It starts to encompass more 
of your experience.  You start to notice that that same space in your chest is also in your legs,  
your arms, and in your head.  The voice in your head, which is playing one thought after the 
other, is seen to be happening within this space.  You notice that this space is what hears that 
voice.  So this space starts to feel more and more like what you really are.  The thoughts start to 
seem less and less like what you are.  

You even start to notice that the spaciousness you are experiencing within your body and 
mind is the same spaciousness outside your body and mind.  You begin to notice this non-
conceptual present space wherever you go, no matter where you are.  You notice it at home, at 
work, in the company of others, and when you are alone.  You find that this space is always 
present.  You experience its natural peacefulness.  And this peacefulness draws you into it, over 
and over.  It feels like home.  This is a peace that passes all understanding.  Even if you were to  
try to understand it,  it  would be a thought trying to do that.  The thought would be just a 
temporary appearance coming and going within this stable, ever-present space.  That thought 
cannot grasp this space.  The first and most important thing to do in Living Realization is to 
make this present, restful space the most important thing in your life.  Return there often until 
the return becomes automatic.  It will become automatic because the peace within that space 
has a powerful pull to it.         

If you forget what is meant by non-conceptual awareness, simply return to this chapter 
and read the paragraphs above.  Mark this page, if necessary.   

 
2. Is Recognizing Non-Conceptual Awareness a Practice? 

Whether  recognizing  non-conceptual  awareness  is  a  practice  or  not  depends  on  the 
person.  For some, one taste of recognizing non-conceptual awareness is all that is needed. 
They do not need to continue visiting or returning to the recognition of awareness.  That first 
taste reveals to them that awareness is their real identity.  From that point forward, awareness is  
seen  to  be  ever-present  and  all  appearances  are  seen  to  come  and  go  effortlessly  and 
inseparably within awareness. 

Others  may  have  to  repeatedly  take  brief  moments  of  resting  or  recognizing  non-
conceptual awareness, returning again and again to it until it is stabilized and experienced as 
ever-present.  If you find yourself needing to take these brief moments, notice that the first few 
times you take a brief moment, the experience may last for only a second or a few seconds. 



That is fine.  You have tasted awareness.  That is all we are asking you to do in the beginning.  
We invite you to experience non-conceptual awareness on a regular basis, as often as possible  
throughout the day, everyday, no matter where you are or what you are doing.  As you continue 
doing this, it becomes easier and easier to rest in non-conceptual awareness.  The force and 
momentum of thinking can be so strong at first that all you can do is take brief moments.  But 
as you take more and more brief moments, continuing to rest in non-conceptual awareness very 
often throughout the day,  the moments get  longer  and longer.   It  eventually becomes very 
natural and effortless to return to awareness.  At some point, it stops feeling like a practice that 
you are doing.  Awareness is seen to be ever-present—not something you visit, not something 
you practice, but what you are in the deepest sense.   

This simple practice of repeatedly taking brief moments to recognize awareness provides 
rest from constant thinking, and puts you in the perfect position to begin seeing that you do not 
have to identify with all the thoughts, emotions, sensations, states, and experiences that come 
and go temporarily within awareness.  It also places you in the perfect position to begin to 
really  look into your experience and see  whether  separation is  real  or  whether  it  is  belief 
system.  We will talk more about seeing through separation in the remaining chapters.  

 
3. What Is Awareness?
  

The remainder of this chapter provides a more detailed discussion on awareness, helping 
us to recognize awareness in our own direct experience.  Awareness is the limitless, boundless  
non-conceptual space to which everything comes and goes.  It is wordless, thought-free, non-
locatable presence.  Appearances come and go to awareness.  Everything that happens in life is 
an appearance to that awareness.  For example, a concept is an appearance to awareness.  When 
a concept appears, it seems to refer to a separately existing object.  What is it that sees that  
concept?   That  is  awareness.   When that  concept  disappears,  the  experience of  that  object 
existing as its own separate thing disappears also.  All things are really thoughts and sensations. 
We will discuss this more in later chapters.    

The awareness to which all thoughts come and go is not, itself, a concept.  The word 
“awareness” is pointing to that which hears the voice in your head.  When that voice utters the 
word “awareness,” or any other word, that which hears that sound and sees that thought is  
actual awareness.  Therefore, we can never state, express, or capture awareness with any word 
or thought.  Whatever we state, express, or think, it is an appearance to this basic awareness.  

It is best not to try to get too involved in intellectualizing what is meant by the word 
“awareness.”  The most direct approach is simply to rest, without thought, on a regular basis 
until  it  is  recognized that  non-conceptual  space is  like  the  very  ground of  our  experience, 
before a thought or anything else appears.  



Intellectualizing awareness or using metaphors may be helpful in the beginning before 
we get an experiential introduction to awareness.  But being clear, right from the start, on the  
fact that we cannot state, express, or capture awareness with any word or thought goes a long 
way  in  reducing  the  tendency  to  try  to  understand  or  intellectualize  awareness.   No  one 
understands awareness.  It is not a thing.  Remember:  humans tend to rely on thought heavily. 
In Living Realization, we come to see thought as something that comes and goes within what 
we really are—awareness.  Our greatest ideas and descriptions of awareness are concepts that 
come and go within awareness.  No matter how profound or ridiculous our concepts are about 
ourselves,  friends,  family,  society,  science,  God,  enlightenment,  self-realization,  business, 
religion, philosophy, cultures, politics, or anything else, they are not the awareness to which the 
concepts come and go.   

In Living Realization, we also sometimes refer to awareness as the pure seeing within 
which all thoughts, emotions, sensations, states, and experiences come and go.  By referring to 
awareness as seeing, we aren’t referring to vision.  Vision is a sense, just like touch is a sense.  
All senses are appearances that come and go within awareness.  See Chapter Five: Sensations 
for more on vision and other senses.  

If we open our eyes, we visually see colors, shapes, and things.  That is visual seeing.  If 
we close our eyes, all the colors, shapes, and things disappear.  Awareness is that which is 
present and awake both to the colors, shapes, and things that appear when our eyes are open 
and to the absence of those colors, shapes, and things when our eyes are closed.  Seeing, in  
Living Realization, is not just the seeing of colors, shapes, and objects that seem to appear 
outside the body and mind, but also the thoughts, emotions, and sensations that seem to appear 
inside the body and mind.  Awareness is that which sees all of those internal and external things 
appearing and disappearing.  As all these things come and go, awareness remains ever-present. 
This is why the recognition of awareness provides stability in our lives on every level.  We no 
longer feel that our sense of self is wrapped up in the various temporary appearances that come 
and go.  We come to know our true identity as something more stable and ever-present. 
       

It may also be helpful to refer to the word “being” instead of awareness.   It is difficult to 
refute the simple fact of being that is always present.  It is present when our eyes are open and  
when they are closed, when we are awake and when we are asleep, when we are thinking and 
when we are not thinking.  Regardless of the word we choose to refer to awareness, find out 
what aspect of your existence never comes and goes.  Thoughts, emotions, sensations, states, 
experiences, objects, colors, sounds, and all other phenomena come and go.  No matter what 
comes and goes, the simple fact of being remains present and here.  That is awareness.  



    
In Living Realization, we want to avoid emphasizing some thought within our personal 

stories in order to recognize awareness.  Awareness is like the seeing in which every thought 
about ourselves (past, present, or future) comes and goes.  Awareness cannot be recognized by 
referring to a previous moment when you recognized awareness or by projecting forward into a 
future  moment  when  you  hope  you  will  be  able  to  recognize  awareness  more  clearly.  
Awareness is an ever-present seeing.  It happens only in the space of this moment.  Thoughts of 
past and future come and go within this present space of awareness.  Remember, awareness is 
that which sees these thoughts come and go.  If you find yourself emphasizing thoughts of past 
and future, simply let those thoughts come to rest.  Stop there!  Recognize the non-conceptual 
awareness that is automatically and effortlessly present as those thoughts come to rest.  

Take a moment right now and recognize awareness.  Keep it simple and let all the ideas 
above drop away for one moment.  Let all the ideas you have ever learned about yourself,  
others, the world, and awareness come to rest right now.  

Just recognize what is timelessly awake and looking.  Forget everything that has been 
said in this text thus far.  Just drop it all and look into the present fact of your own being.  This 
non-conceptual awareness has been there all your life.  It is the only thing about you that has 
never  come and gone.   Many concepts  have come and gone.   Many emotions,  sensations, 
states, and experiences have come and gone.  But this awareness has always been here.  Feel 
into that.  Rest there.  As you rest there, if a thought arises, just let it pass.  Let it fall away.  
Rest again into present seeing or space (whichever word you prefer).  There is no need to think 
about or analyze any of the words on this page.  Awareness is more akin to the white page on 
which this text appears than any pointer that appears on it.  Now drop that pointer too!  In fact, 
as you read the remainder of the Living Realization text, periodically just take moments in 
which you forget what the text is saying.  Just relax and rest in non-conceptual awareness. 
Then return to the text or not.  The value of this text is not found by memorizing the concepts. 
The value is in seeing that the text is pointing to what you are in the most basic sense.  In  
recognizing this basic presence, you may not need the text any longer.  Any good teaching self-
destructs in that way, making itself no longer needed.  It is important to recognize awareness in 
your own, direct experience.  It’s the most important discovery you can make in your life. 
Memorizing this text merely gives you more information, more concepts.     
 

Awareness is so immediately here and present in all situations that it repeatedly gets 
overlooked as we focus on our personal story and other ideas and images appearing within 
awareness.  What is here that never moves or changes, that never comes and goes?  There may 
be a tendency to overlook this basic fact and, instead, go looking into the various things that 
move  through  awareness  such  as  objects,  thoughts,  emotions,  sensations,  states,  and 
experiences.  If you find this happening, be easy on yourself.  Just stop, whenever you notice 
that happening, and recognize the basic, non-conceptual awareness that is inseparable from the 
present moment.  Do this as often as possible, until it is seen that awareness is ever-present, no 
matter what is happening.   
  
 



Awareness is always available,  no matter what is happening in our lives.   In Living 
Realization,  we do not make recognizing awareness into a practice that  we do only in the 
morning or at night.  Treating the recognition of awareness this way tends to compartmentalize 
life into recognizing awareness in the morning and living in the “real world” for the rest of the 
day.  Awareness is always present.  It is present during work, during time with the family, and 
every other place and time in our lives.  We do not recognize awareness only when we are in 
peaceful places or free from the daily stress of our busy lives.  We “check in” with awareness in  
all situations.  We recognize awareness when things are going well and when life is going 
badly.  We just take a moment, no matter where we are or what we are doing.  We drop all of 
our labels about the situation that is presently happening and we discover for ourselves that  
awareness is here, always.     

Take  a  moment  now and  try  this.   Drop  even  the  words  “awareness,”  “presence,” 
“being” and any other pointer you have read in this text or in another teaching.  Let each word, 
within each sentence, just fall away in this text.  Don’t look back at what you’ve just read.  Let  
all thoughts come to rest.  Simply rest here for a moment.  Just be, without any thoughts.  Take 
a moment for that.  
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